Application form DrachenFest 2019
Please send the form completed and signed to:
DrachenFest UG&Co. KG, Odenthaler Str. 339, D-51069 Köln
or by E-Mail (scanned and including signature) to:
haendlerbetreuung@drachenfest.info
(Please complete legibly in block letters)

I hereby apply for a position as a trader for the live role play event Drachenfest running from 23.07. –
28.07.2019:
Name of business:
Owner:
Contact person:
Street and number:
Postcode:
Place
Country
Phone:
Fax:
E-Mail:

Mobile:
Homepage:

Vehicle registration ((this can be supplied later if not known):
Please answer the following questions:
I produce my own products, and sell the following products.

I produce my own products, but also sell the following third-party products.
Please list producer below
(should the producer also have a stand at the Drachenfest, he must give his consent prior to the event):

I am not a producer, but a simple distributor and sell third-party products from the following
companies/producers
(should the producer also have a stand at the Drachenfest, he must give his consent prior to the event):
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I require following space at the DrachenFest 2019:
Total Space needed (including anchoring):
Trading Tent space (including anchoring):
Sleeping tent space by the stand (incl.
anchoring):
Additional Merchant tickets (1 ticket included):
Power supply:
I sell LARP weapons
I sell LARP coins
Mead selling license
sale of food products and beverages

length (Entrance):

width:

Yes, how much
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

Early arrival on Saturday is possible for an additional fee of 50€.
Normal arrival date for merchants is Sunday, 21.07.2018.
Early arrival on Saturday

Yes

Our product range consists of (description):

Other remarks:
if selling food products and beverages, please list the products and the approx. quantity.
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No

Please include a sketch of your stand and sleeping tents, including anchoring space, showing placement and
sizes
(please note that we may, depending on space, need to place your sleeping tents in a different location):

I affirm that all the information provided by me in this form, including the attachments to this form, is
complete and correct.
________________________________
Place, Date

__________________________________________
Signature
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